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Foreword
For 22 years, the Polish Chamber of Commerce
of Furniture Manufacturers has been unceasingly supporting the activities of the Polish
furniture industry and thus represents the
interests of over 27,000 furniture companies,
employing nearly 160,000 workers. From the
very beginning of its activity, the Chamber’s
main objective has been to protect the interests of Polish furniture producers and promote
Polish furniture on foreign markets.

Jan Szynaka
President of the Polish Chamber of Commerce of Furniture
Manufacturers

The Polish furniture sector is currently one of
the worldwide leaders in production of furniture, occupying 6th place in the global ranking
of furniture manufacturers. At the same time,
in 2017, we as a sector advanced from 4th to
3rd place in the world ranking, thus outmatching furniture exporters from Italy. In addition,
in 2017 the total value of marketed furniture
production exceeded 46 billion PLN, hence
setting a new record!

The global furniture market poses continual challenges for Polish furniture producers. Nonetheless, new
markets are opening before us and thus allowing for further development of enterprises. For several
years, Polish companies in the furniture industry have been gaining greater confidence and now play an
increasingly important role in international co-operation, also on markets situated in more distant parts
of the globe. Particularly important in this case is the ability to ensure continuity within the furniture
supplier – furniture recipient supply chain. Further expansion of this sector, both on national and international markets, will to a large extent depend on the security of processes and deliveries.
Ladies and gentlemen, with great pride we present to you the second edition of the Polish Furniture
Export Offer. It underlines the enormous potential of Polish exporters, which have ensured that there
are no longer any geographical boundaries for Polish furniture. Products hailing from our country are
synonymous with top-tier quality, modernity and design, thus making them popular choices amongst
users all over the world. We cordially invite you to compare the diverse range of manufacturers, who
contribute to the strength of Polish furniture export on a day-to-day basis.
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Polish furniture
industry reigns
as an export leader
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Recent years have shown that Poland belongs
to the circle of world leaders in terms of the
value of marketed furniture production and
export. Factors that contribute to this situation include, primarily, top-tier quality of
furniture produced in Poland and relatively
low labour costs. Also, one should not forget
about the long-lasting tradition and endeavours of many entrepreneurs, both from large
companies and an abundance of small and
medium-sized firms. The success of the furniture industry is confirmed by data on production. In recent years, we have advanced in the
worldwide ranking of the manufacturers from
10th to 6th position.
We manufacture all types of furniture; thus,
we can differentiate and customise the
Michał Strzelecki
product range both in terms of available materials, the way furniture is finished and in terms
Director of the Bureau of the Polish Chamber
of furniture design. Furniture making can also
of Commerce of Furniture Manufacturers
undoubtedly count on high-quality materials
and components used for furniture production. We also have access to state-of-the-art
technology.
The furniture industry is one of the important sectors of the Polish economy. In 2017, the value of marketed furniture production amongst furniture companies rose up to 46.3 billion PLN, a 6.7% increase
compared to results from 2016 (including micro-companies that employ less than 10 employees). This
upward trend is likely to continue also throughout 2018. According to forecasts by B+R Studio, the
value of marketed production for the furniture industry in 2018 might reach 49.2 billion PLN (including
micro-companies).

Figure 1
Marketed furniture
production in Poland
in 2012-2018*
Source: based on
data by GUS; *forecast by B+R Studio
based on data
by GUS

In terms of the number of registered companies involved in furniture manufacturing, the Polish furniture
industry occupies the second place in Europe, following only Italy. Furniture production in Poland is
conducted by more than 27,000 entities. By the end of 2017 it was exactly 27,151 companies. 90 operators out of this number belong to a group of large companies employing over 250 workers, exactly 317
operators belong to a group of medium-sized companies (50-249 employees), 1,416 operators belong to
small companies while 25,328 operators are micro firms that employ less than 10 persons.
Without a doubt, export serves as the motor engine for the Polish furniture industry. In 2017, thanks to
exports reaching 1.6 billion USD, Poland was promoted in the ranking of the main exporters of furniture
in the world from the 4th to 3rd place (11.6 billion USD). According to data published by the United
Nations, in 2017 Poland followed only China (59 billion USD) and Germany (12.9 billion USD) in terms of
value of export.

Figure 2
Main furniture exporters in the world
in 2017 - by value
Source: based on
data by the United
Nations

According to data by Eurostat, 2017 was another year of record-breaking export sales of furniture. The
increase in the value of exports in EUR amounted to 8%, reaching 10.19 billion EUR. Over the past 7 years
the value of export of Polish furniture has increased by more than 75%. According to forecasts by B+R
Studio, in 2018 export of furniture Polish will amount to 10.95 billion EUR.

Table 1 - Furniture export from Poland in 2010-2018*
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Export billion EUR

5.80

6.50

6.63

7.11

8.08

8.82

9.48

10.19

10.95

Export billion PLN

23.17

26.77

27.75

29.86

33.83

36.92

41.34

43.40

46.88

PLN/EUR exchange rate

3.9946

4.1198

4.1850

4.1975

4.1852

4.1839

4.3625

4.2576

4.28

Dynamics in EUR

1.12

1.02

1.07

1.14

1.09

1.07

1.08

1.07

Dynamics in PLN

1.16

1.04

1.08

1.13

1.09

1.12

1.05

1.08

Source: calculation by B+R Studio based on data by Eurostat
*forecast by B+R Studio
**forecast by the National Bank of Poland
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Figure 3
Furniture export from
Poland in 2010-2018*
Source: calculation by B+R
Studio based on data by
Eurostat
*forecast by B+R Studio

For many years Germany has remained the main recipient of Polish furniture and the share of this
country in overall export sales in 2017 was 35.54%. Export to the Czech Republic, which, remains second in the rankings, amounted to 818.6 million EUR - a share of 8.03%. Further places are occupied
by the Great Britain and France, with shares amounting to 7.27% 5.91% respectively. As for non-EU
countries, the first twenty customers include the United States (6th place), Switzerland (15th), China
(16th) and Russia (20th).
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Figure 4
The value of export of Polish furniture to selected countries in 2016-2017
Source: calculation by B+R Studio based on data by Eurostat

‘Furniture elements’ have for many years been the largest group of exported Polish furniture. The
elements can be largely identified with self-assembly furniture. Their value in 2017 amounted to
over 2.9 billion EUR, and their share in the total value of export reached 28.5%. Further places in the
ranking of groups of furniture – similar to a year ago - are occupied by ‘upholstered furniture’ and
‘dining-room and living-room furniture’, with the value exceeding 2.7 billion EUR and 1.9 billion
EUR, respectively.

Table 2 - Value structure of export according to furniture groups in 2014-2017
2014

Furniture groups

2015

2016

2017

million EUR

Office furniture

457.2

500.8

541.4

621.6

2,150.7

2,391.9

2,524.8

2,708.8

Hard seat furniture

145.0

184.2

220.5

216.2

Furniture elements

2,303.3

2,588.4

2,765.2

2,903.6

Medical furniture

138.0

145.1

135.8

182.3

Other furniture

220.3

214.6

215.4

263.1

Kitchen furniture

74.7

81.0

82.0

88.2

1,585.2

1,619.3

1,774.3

1,907.5

Bedroom furniture

494.5

517.2

587.2

649.0

Mattresses

514.9

582.0

570.7

652.3

8,084.0

8,824.5

9,417.2

10,192.5

Upholstered furniture

Living-room and dining-room furniture

Export (total)

Source: calculation by B+R
Studio based on data by
Eurostat
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Figure 5
Furniture export from
Poland in
2010-2018*
Source: calculation by B+R
Studio based on data by
Eurostat
*forecast by B+R Studio

A chance for the Polish furniture industry
Poland is one of the fastest developing countries in the field of furniture design. An excellent geographical location - in the vicinity of rich Western European states - provides a competitive advantage over
other countries. A long-lasting tradition and an established position in the eyes of European furniture recipients help Polish furniture manufacturers gain trust and improve brands. In addition, another chance
for the Polish furniture industry is to obtain larger shares on the markets of well-developed countries as
well as seek opportunities in co-operation with prospective markets.
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ILVA
Innovation and Development

Contact person: Agnieszka Holly

ILVA products were born in 1947 in Italy from one of the main Italian
Companies specialized in the production of wood coatings.
Nowadays, ILVA, already a part of IVM Group, is a commercial division of IVM Chemicals, which originated in 2007 from the merger
between ILVA Polimeri and the other Italian Companies of the Group.
IVM Group is the most important Multinational Group in Europe, and
among the first groups in the world in this sector. It has Subsidiaries
in Italy, France, Spain, Germany, United States, Greece and Poland, distributing in over 100 countries thanks to a highly specialized Dealers
Network.
ILVA products are distributed all over the world by the International
Wood Coating Division.

Export offer: wood coating

RESEARCH AND INNOVATION AT CUSTOMERS SERVICE

Address: Białostocka 9
05-252 Dąbrówka, POLAND
Telephone: +48 22 380 18 00
Fax: + 48 22 380 18 09
E-mail: ilva@ivmchemicals.pl
Web: www.ilvalakiery.pl
Tax No. (NIP): 701 011 78 13
REGON: 141366430
KRS number: 0000301911

Main exports markets: the whole
world

Research and innovation are essential to ensure the development of
new products, which are essential to respond to the needs of a global
evolving market.
This attitude is also confirmed by the continuous investments in R&D
to which the Group allocates up to 8% of its turnover each year.
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Every day, with passion, Ilva:
• promotes the exchange and
sharing of ideas and projects between more than two hundred
specialised researchers and technicians who work in constant
telematic contact at European
and American sites
• collaborates with important
Universities and Research Institutes with a focus on continuous
improvement, with a global vision that joins academic knowledge with corporate pragmatism
• supports customers to better
understand their aesthetic and
functional needs, and anticipates
their expectations by studying
new solutions to satisfy them
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• deepens the visions of architects, designers and engineers,
studying together with them new
finishes that are able to make
their creations unique
• is committed to making its
customers business more efficient, continuously improving
the characteristics of its products
in terms of ease of use, speed of
application and drying

• interprets the trends of contemporary living to develop new original finishes at the service of the project
• searches for solutions that allow the use of wood, ductile, light,
and above all eco-friendly and eco-sustainable, to replace materials that do not possess its natural beauty, generate an important
environmental impact, require more demanding processing, are
extremely heavy or unsuitable to achieve some elements
• is firmly committed in the development of products which protect
wood and make it extremely resistant to scratches, shocks and liquids.
It develops finishes designed to reproduce elements such as marble,
gold and other metals, cement and mother-of-pearl
• studies products with an absent or extremely reduced environmental impact, both in the production and in the use one phase
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
ILVA has a vast and highly specialized Technical Support Network.
They regularly visit clients production sites and advise them on the
most innovative technical and applicative choices and on the most
suitable solutions for their needs.
MAXIMUM ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
Ilva products are manufactured in the modern plant of Parona, in
northern Italy, unique in the sector for dimensions and design architecture, developed in an area of over 15 hectares.
It is designed and built to guarantee production standards that are
among the highest in the world, always ensuring maximum environmental sustainability.

origin that do not compete with
those used to produce food), aromatics and formaldehyde-free
paints, as well as 0-emission solvent-based and ozone-reduced
solutions.
Antibacterial solutions and wood
maintenance products complete
its offer.
CHEMICAL, PHYSICAL AND FIRE
RESISTANCES

All processes, from the arrival of raw materials to packaging, take
place without releasing polluting substances. In fact, each stage of
the production process is managed in a closed cycle.
Raw materials, both liquid and solid (powders), arrive in sealed tankers. These are connected with two pipes to the silos dedicated to storage: one is used to transfer the product, the other is used to transfer
the air contained in the silos to the tank.
The production tanks are connected to the storage silos by pipelines
which ensure that the raw materials cannot come into contact with
the environment.

Ilva offers solutions for wood with
excellent chemical and physical
resistance, tested and certified in
relation to their ability to protect
surfaces from:
• Scratches, bumps, abrasions
and metal marking
• Liquids and chemicals
• Light, heat, cold and humidity
• Dirt and bacteria
• Weathering agents
• Biological agents
It also offers a complete line of
certified flame retardants.

Finally, during the packaging phase, all the air resulting from the
process of pouring the product into the packaging is picked up and
“cleaned” by a sophisticated cryogenic system, then released into the
environment completely free of pollutants.

For a complete list of ILVA certifications and product declarations
and cycles, visit the website www.
ilva.it

SOLUTIONS FOR WOOD

ILVA develops every year new
solution which meet market and
customer requirements.

Ilva offers the world of design endless innovative and sustainable
coating solutions for wood, capable of providing targeted functions
and excellent aesthetic qualities to any surface.
The wide range is declined in the different technologies in relation
to their aesthetic appearance, their chemical-physical resistance, and
the certifications and attestations that measure them according to international parameters.
To ensure to wood, natural and living material, beauty and
functionality unchanged in time, Ilva offers a rich choice of waterbased and solvent-based solutions for the maintenance of windows,
structures, floors and parquet, outdoor and indoor furniture.
Ilva offers both water-based and solvent-based green product lines,
including solutions that contain significant percentages of raw materials from recyclable and organic sources (i.e. of renewable vegetable
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Among many others this year ILVA
widen UV product range with new:
ILVA SOFT TOUCH UV – Solventbased clear matt top-coat (3
sheen), Soft-touch effect
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The new Ilva Soft Touch UV topcoat TUM3AA18 represents an
important technical and aesthetic
goal that has allowed to add the
elegant and sought-after softtouch effect, a trend in design
furniture, to the UV technology,
with important advantages.
The most important, compared
to the soft-touch polyurethane
top-coats already on the market, is certainly that of productivity: very short drying times
perfectly meet the needs of industrial processing. Furthermore,
the ease of application makes the
TUM3AA18 top-coat suitable for the
most common UV coating plants.
Another important plus is that
the new TUM3AA18 top-coat is
suitable not only for cycles on

wood and wooden substrates, but also on materials such as ABS
and PVC, commonly used in furniture, both on flat and shaped surfaces, greatly expanding the application segments.
Internal tests
TUM3AA18 has been tested through specific internal tests, that have
shown that the soft touch effect has performances of exceptional resistance to scratching and polishing, and surface hardness.
This top-coat is of interest to industrial customers who wish to enrich their productions with a soft-touch effect while maintaining high
standards of productivity and resistance.
ILVA Soft Touch product is a unique product on the market for the quality
of the soft touch effect, technical performance and versatility of use.
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Artvinyl-Pol Sp. z o.o.
Address: Długa 16, 34-130 Kalwaria
Zebrzydowska, POLAND
Telephone: +48 (33) 87 09 714
Fax: +48 (33) 87 63 695
E-mail: biuro@artvinyl.eu,
orders@artvinyl.eu
Web: www.artvinyl.eu;
www.wireli.eu
www.inoxa.info.pl
Tax No.: PL 551-24--77-707
REGON: 120329767
KRS number: 0000269079
Export offer: PVC and PET foil for
furniture fronts, CNC machines,
membrane press, waste briquetting
press, kitchen fittings, wardrobe
fittings, solid surface type material Reston
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Main exports markets: Slovakia,
Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Serbia

Artvinyl-Pol Sp. z o.o. was established in 2007 in Kalwaria Zebrzydowska, southern Poland, widely known as furniture industry area. The history of this region as woodworking leader goes back to the end of
18th century. Over past few years companies profile has changed and
Kalwaria is now famous for furniture accessories trading activity.
We are a direct importer and distributor of PVC and PET foils in Poland
and many European countries. Range of activities includes such countries as: Great Britain, Slovakia, Czech Republic, Romania, Bulgaria,
Hungary, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Ukraine and Russia. Artvinyl-Pol is
present on Polish market over 10 years and become a leader among
PVC and PET foils suppliers. PVC and PET foils offered by our company are successfully used in furniture industry to produce furniture
fronts, doors, side panels and profiles. Taking care of every detail and
big stock levels ensures customer satisfaction.
At the moment we have over 220 decors in our offer and by responding on current market needs and our clients demands we introduce
constantly new products. We offer matt foils and high gloss ones, solid color and wood-like. All decors from our offer are available directly
from our warehouse located in Kalwaria Zebrzydowska in the south
part of Poland, just 30 km from Kraków.
We offer also membrane presses, CNC milling machines, waste
briquetting presses and other kinds of machines. All offered machines
are covered with warranty service and equipped with required certificates in the European market.
Moreover, Artvinyl-Pol is importer and distributor of kitchen and
wardrobe fittings. At the moment we are general distributor in Poland
of Wireli products and we work closely with Italian producer Inoxa
Industrie.
Years of experience in import and export guarantees competitive
prices, reliable and professional cooperation.
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BLACK RED WHITE S.A.
Address: Krzeszowska 63,
23-400 Biłgoraj, POLAND
Telephone: + 48 84 685 01 01
E-mail: export@brwsa.com.pl
Web: www.brw.pl
Tax No.: 918 17 45 428
REGON: 950411093
KRS number: 0000089493
Export offer: Home furniture of all
kinds
Main exports markets:
European and overseas markets
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Black Red White is the largest furniture group in Poland. We have been
successfully manufacturing and distributing top quality furniture and
home accessories for 25 years. We have 20% market share in terms
of sales value in Poland, and our products are available in 43 other
countries.
Our product selection includes:
• Living room furniture
• Teen bedroom furniture
• Home office furniture
• Bedroom furniture
• Hallway furniture
• Kitchen furniture
• Upholstered furniture and mattresses
• Tables and chairs
The Black Red White Capital Group has its own state-of-the-art
machine parks, transport facilities, logistics department and warehouses. Utilising the latest technology enables the materials used
in the manufacture of our furniture to be processed and finished in
many different ways.

HIGHT QUALITY WITHOUT
COMPROMISE
Our priority is to ensure that
our products are of the highest
quality. Black Red White has
adopted a proces-bassed approach to quality assessment, beginning with prototype control,
through to 0-series production
control, and on to quality analyses
and updating quality-related data
registers. We use also machinery
supplied by industry leaders.
DESIGN
Black Red White products embody our modern approach to
industrial design. Our collections
come in the latest fashionable
colours.
We design consistent collections
that can be used to furnish entire
rooms, but we also appreciate
an individual approach and fuse
different furniture styles. Our
product portfolio includes modular furniture that can be mixed
and matched, and which respond
to the personalisation trend

where different furniture styles are put together to cater to the needs
of the end user.
A RELIABLE PARTNER IN BUSINESS
We have been in operation for 25 years. During this time, we have
achieved the status of an experienced leader. We have successfully
processed and delivered thousands of demanding orders all over
the world. We are present on many foreign markets, where we are
continuously teaming up with new Business Partners after winning
their trust with our competitive edge and reliability.
Our extensive product range allows for a diverse and broad range of
materials at affordable prices, and the superlative quality of both the
product itself and our customer service means that the customer can
rest assured of timely delivery and comprehensive after-sales service.
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BUMERA Sp. z o.o.
Address: ul. Laurowa 23
36-020 Tyczyn, POLAND
Telephone: +48 17 864 20 48
E-mail: export@bumera.pl
market@bumera.pl
Web: www.bumera.pl
Tax No.: 517 02 76 235
REGON: 180388272
KRS number: 0000319321
Contact person: Bartłomiej Noga sales manager
Export offer: Hotel furniture and
accessories, bathroom accessories,
mobile partition walls
Processed materials: Melamine
faced PB, Melamine faced MDF, HDF,
ABS rim, glass, fabric
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Main exports markets: Europe,
Middle East

Quality means precision, love for detail and ergonomy
The tree means strength and stabilty. It is a symbol of durability,
guarantee and longivity. It grows out of a small seed and can take a
massive size, thus it withstands the adversities of nature.
We are very similiar. For 20 years we have grown and made expertise,
we have conducted next projects and faced new challenges. Like the
tree we have grown in size and can offer the clients more and more.
From nature we take the best examples. Like nature we are
flexible and we can adapt to a concrete project. With pride we deliver
excellent solutions to the most demanding clients.
Technology and quality
Since the beginning of the company, one thing remains unchanged.
It is the quality. It defines the superb finishing precison, the choice of
the best materials, the control process at every production stage, and
finally, it guarantees the client‘s satisfaction. We can pride ourselves
with longterm verified durability of our furniture. This could not be
possible without a certain background.
From generation to generation
Our company is grounded in longterm family-made experience in furniture production that goes back to 1993. Since the very beginning

we set out with the production of
hotel and office furniture on the
highest level.
Today, we can pride ourselves
with our own complex technology park that allows the conduction of every project and task.
Our professional team can deal
with every challenge.

Contact method
By joining each furniture part we use an adequate number of pegs
and contact sealing. This solution guarantees durability and prolongs
the product longivity by 10 years in the opposition to the standard
sealing method.
Opportunities
We have an innovative production line on a European scale which
allows delivery of a product of the highest quality and care for every
detail of a project. Thanks to reliable technology and professional
team of workers we are able to make every client’s idea come true.
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COMPLET FURNITURE
Address: Myślęcin 4A
62-260 Łubowo POLAND
Telephone: +48 614 247 637
E-mail: biuro@complet.com.pl
Web: www.complet.com.pl
Tax No.: 7841007375
REGON: 630343761
KRS number: 0000169187
Contact person:
anna@complet.com.pl
(sales – german)
marketing@complet.com.pl
(sales – english)
Export offer: We offer over 100
models, hight quality, luxurious sofas,
loveseats, beds and fantastic chairs/
armchairs. We make our products
100 % in our mill.
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Processed materials: Wood, foam
from Carpenter UK, wadding, fabrics,
felts, pocket springs, dacron, chipboard, elasicks belts, hardboards,
plywood. All our components meet
the UKAS requirements and we have a
FSC certyficate.
Main exports markets: UK, Germany,
Nederlands, Belgium, France,
Romania, Switzerland, Spain, Italy,
Czech Republic

Imagine yourself sitting in a comfortable chair with a glass of wine
and the best book which you cannot take your eyes off.
Imagine yourself relaxing on a fabulously stylish sofa watching your
favourite TV program after a very long day …seems like a dream…
We can make it happen.
Our story began in Poland in 1989. At that time we were small, family
run business.
During past years we became stronger and we created jobs for many
people, giving them opportunity to build their own future as well as
future of our company.

Not only with help of our workers
we have grown. We grew bigger
and stronger thanks to our satisfied customers. Thanks to them
we have an incredible strenght
to manufacture moderm, stylish,
elegant and aslo traditional furniture.
As a company we always have
been very ambitious with a great
passion and love for everything
we do.
We crave new challenges (it is in
our nature) and that why we can
proudly offer over 100 sophisticated and timeless sofas, comfortable loveseats and unique, attractive and very chic chairs.
Our TOP and not changing priority has been high quality and
product durability.
We strive for perfection in our
everyday business so furniture we
produce met expectations of the
most demanding customers.
We use only high grade, certified
components and by paying attention to our customers specified
needs, adding our passion, skills
and positive energy every piece
of furniture is made to perfection.
We became FSC (Forest Stewardship Cuncil) certified company,
which means we are doing our bit
to protect forest ecosystem and
to reduce the impact of a climate
change.
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DES Meble Sp. z o.o., Sp. K.
Address: ul. Opolska 40,
46-380 Myślina, POLAND
Telephone: +48 (034) 353 71 50
Fax: +48 (034) 353 71 55
E-mail: marketing@des.pl
Web: www.des.pl
Tax No.: 576 150 35 85
REGON: 160051571
KRS number: 0000507765
Contact person: Dawid Szczygioł
Export offer: Sofas, corners, relax
sofas, armchairs
Processed materials: Leather, fabric
Main exports markets: Europe
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DES Sofa Line has become a leader among upholstered furniture manufacturers. As a result of the modern equipment and
machinery at every stage of production, our company is able
to provide a final product with unparalleled aesthetic qualities.

Taking care of every detail and using top-of-the-line components ensures constant customer
satisfaction. Every piece of furniture in DES Meble is made entirely from 0 to 100% on site, from
joinery through sewing and upholstering to finishing. DES Meble uses state-of-the-art sewing machines
to manufacture furniture made of leather from renowned Italian tanneries.
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DIG-NET LENART sp.j.
Address: Mroczeń 65a,
63-611 Mroczeń, POLAND
Telephone: +48 62 7912971,
+48 62 791 29 70
E-mail: export1@dignet.eu,
export2@dignet.eu
Web: www.lenartmeble.pl
Tax No.: 6191953919
REGON: 300183793
KRS number: 0000299159
Contact person: Dorota Osińska

Idea

Export offer: hard furniture
Processed materials: laminated
board, MDF board, ABS edging
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Main exports markets:
United Kingdom, Germany, France,
Autria, Sweden, SUA, Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Lithuania, Latvia, Croatia,
Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Romania

Dignet Lenart sp.j. - The owner
of the Lenart brand is a recognized manufacturer of modern
and multifunctional furniture
for living rooms, dining rooms,
children’s and youth rooms, as
well as bedrooms and anterooms.

For 26 years Dignet Lenart sp.j., a family enterprise, has been supporting homeowners in their dreams of cosy interiors with functional and fashionable furniture. The company’s strategy is based on
the use of innovative technologies in production and management.
Modern machinery, the use of state-of-the-art mechanical and logistic systems and qualified staff who are passionate about their
tasks make Lenart a strong competitor on the European furniture
market. The brand’s driving force are positive customer reviews and
numerous industry awards, including the Poznań International Fair
2016 Gold Medal and Diamond of Furniture Industry (2010, 2014,
2015, 2018, 2016, 2018).
Lenart products meet the requirements of today’s users - they are
well thought out in terms of ergonomics and functionality. These
are multi-purpose pieces of furniture, designed in such a way as to
cunningly manage small space and make everyday life easier. Lenart
offers flexible and easy to arrange furniture that will enable you to
reconcile the different needs of the household members, and which
at the same time stand out with its appealing design and fashionable
and attractive style. Through its offer, Lenart proves that small rooms
are not an obstacle to living comfortably, fashionably and tastefully.

Concept Pro

Story
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Fabryka Mebli BENIX
Kaczorowscy sp.j.
Address: Mroczeń 29a,
63-604 Baranów, POLAND
Telephone: +48 663 400 910
E-mail: mosch@benix.pl
Web: www.benix.pl
Contact person: Maciej Mosch
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Furniture factory BENIX Kaczorowski is a Polish company located
in the Kepinski district of Greater
Poland. The company was founded in 1993 as a one sole ownership and in 2012 announced its
creation of the general partnership. The partnership was created
by including the following owners, Bernard, Lidia and Damian
Kaczorowscy. Benix has grown
into one of the most upcoming
and leading furniture companies

in Europe and is steady on its way
becoming internationally recognized as a leading European exporter. High quality products and
unique design guaranteed the
success of Benix. By keeping up
these standards, Benix is widely
known for its constant new product and technology development. 23 Benix currently owns
two new modern production facilities with a total area of 60 000
sqm fitted with state of the art
technology. Thanks to this up-todate technology and around 800
skilled and experienced co-workers, we are able to provide the
realization of numerous and special orders. While maintaining the
highest quality standards and the
ambition for constant customer
satisfaction, we are proudly delivering furniture to all our partners around the world.
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Fabryka Mebli STOLKAR
Wojciech Wiśniewski
Address: Ul. Niskie Brodno 4,
87-300 Brodnica, POLAND
Telephone: +48 56 49 33 510
Fax: +48 56 49 33 515
E-mail: stolkar@stolkar.pl
Web: www.stolkar.pl
Tax No.: 874 000 30 40
Contact person:
Karol Wiśniewski – Export Director
Export offer: Flat-packed furniture
for kitchen, bathroom, wardrobes
and other furniture for special orders
Processed materials: MFC board,
MDF board, PCV foil, lacquer, acrylic
board, high gloss panels
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Main exports markets: Great Britain,
Israel, Czech Republic, Germany,
Slovakia, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia,
France, Hungary, Belgium, Slovenia

The quality of our products is our highest priority. That is why we attach
great importance to it at every stage of production. We are constantly
looking for the best technological solutions that appear on the market.
The Stolkar Furniture Factory established by Wojciech Wiśniewski
started manufacturing in Brodnica in 1989. Stolkar Company is a
manufacturer of furniture for Kitchen, Bathroom, Wardrobe. The Company has up to date German equipment, mostly HOMAG, located in
production halls of the area of over 6000 sqm.

Stolkar Company applies technologies which are no older than
5 years. To ensure high precision
and quality of perfomance, digitally controlled machinery are
used to production.
The Company occupies a high
position on the Furniture market due to the proper recognition
of its customers tastes and needs,
and the skill of tracing the newest market trends. The Factory is
constantly working on improving
and quality of furniture, and on
perfecting the functioning of the
whole organization.
Stolkar makes in Furniture that
are appreciate in all of Europe due
to their high quality and competetive price.
Furniture produced in the Furniture Factory STOLKAR combines
the highest quality, original stylist and original, unconventional
design. Stolkar products are developed for people looking for
functional solutions and unique
design at an attractive price.
Attention to detail, richness of
colors, wide technical possibilities make STOLKAR furniture
aptly respond to the needs of
a wide range of clients. Over
30-years of experience is the best
guarantee for their exceptional
standard.
Modern production line HOMAG
allows us to achieve a world class
standard. In the production process we use top quality products
in innovative ways. Our products
are characterised by modern
design.
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FABRYKI MEBLI „FORTE” S.A.
Address: 07-300 Ostrów
Mazowiecka, ul. Biała 1, POLAND
Telephone: +48 29 64 42 222
Fax: +48 29 64 42 110
E-mail: forte@forte.com.pl
Web: www.forte.com.pl
Tax No.: 7590005082
REGON: 550398784
KRS number: 0000021840
Export offer: Self-assembly case
furniture
Processed materials: Furniture board,
individual structural and smooth
veneers in various design and colors.
Main exports markets: Germany,
France, Spain, Switzerland, Austria,
Czech Republic, Italy, Hungary,
Romania, United Kingdom
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Chipboard Factory in Suwałki

Headquarters in Ostrów Mazowiecka

Nepal Collection

FABRYKI MEBLI „FORTE” S.A. is a
leading Polish manufacturer and
exporter of ready-to-assemble
furniture. FORTE is also a producer of its own chipboard.
The company started its production activities in 1992 and
made its debut on the Warsaw
Stock Exchange in 1996. Since
the Company’s inception, the
value of its shares has increased
by several hundred percent.
Today, FABRYKI MEBLI “FORTE”
S.A. is one of the biggest
European manufacturers of RTA
furniture with five manufacturing plants located in NorthEastern Poland, employing over
3,500 people.
FORTE offers a wide range
of furniture for dining room,
living room, kitchen, bedroom
and teenage room.
Since 1992 FORTE has invited
for cooperation over 4,500 companies and has sold its products to more than 40 countries
around the world. More than
80% of the output of FABRYKI
MEBLI “FORTE” S.A. is exported
– the Company has its own sales
organizations in the most important foreign markets. FORTE furniture is represented in nearly all
major retail chains and in a number of acclaimed furniture stores
across Europe and beyond.
One of a core elements of
FORTE’s business strategy is
responsible and sustainable
development. Since 2016 the
Company has been included in
the WSE’s Respect Index which
brings together the companies
with the highest standards of
management.
FORTE is a modern, strong economic organization whose activities are based on universal
values, such as cooperation,
responsibility, development and
sensitivity.

Urano Collection

Bellevue Collection

Canne Collection

Colors Collection
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GTV POLAND
Address: Przejazdowa 21, 05-800,
Pruszków, POLAND
Telephone:
PL +48 22 44 47 564
GB +48 22 44 47 527
UA +48 22 44 47 324
DE +48 22 47 47 580
FR +48 22 44 47 569
SK +420 591 160 091
CZ +420 591 160 091
RU +7 495 640 15 88
HR +385 1 798 8089
Fax: +48 22 444 75 01
E-mail: smez.poland@gtv.com.pl
gtv.smew@gtv.com.pl
Web: www.gtv.com.pl
Tax No.: 5342505912
REGON: 361900451
KRS number: 0000564747
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Contact person:
Przemysław Szpojankowski
+48 660 622 484
Denis Urbanowicz +48 696 563 649
Export offer: Furniture accessories
(hinges, slides, drawer systems,
sliding door systems) LED lighting
(LED aluminum profiles, LED strips,
LED fixtures)
Main exports markets:
Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Germany,
Hungary, Czech Republic, Brazil

GTV is an international distributor of furniture accessories and LED
lighting. GTV has over 20 years of experience in cooperation with the
largest furniture manufacturers in the world and millions of customers using the company’s products. Today GTV is one of the international leaders in distribution of furniture accessories and LED lighting, present on dozens of markets worldwide. GTV’s headquarter is a
modern logistics center, located 25 km from the center of the Polish
capital, Warsaw. GTV’s head office is a four-story office building and
two warehouses on an area of 13000 square meters with storage capacity of over 20.000 euro pallets. With its modern infrastructure, the

company is able to fulfill orders
from all over the world at the time
indicated by the customer. At the
moment GTV has 5 company
branches in strategic locations:

Brazil, Spain, Czech Republic, Croatia and Russia. GTV implementing
its long-term business strategy, also actively promotes it’s products by
participating in the world’s most prestigious trade fairs. Professional
service, competent team of specialists and transparent procedures
allow us to effectively meet the needs of business partners.
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HALUPCZOK
Address: 46-040 Krzyzowa Dolina
17A Poprzeczna Street, POLAND
Telephone/ Fax: +48 77 465 14 76
E-mail: biuro@meble-halupczok.pl
Web: www.meble-halupczok.pl
Tax No.: 9910039699
Company ID: 532416964
Contact person: Sebastian
Zapora - Managing Director
Export offer: Exclusive custom made kitchen and interior furniture
created in a compliance with individual needs and preferences.
Processed materials: The most innovative, unique and technologically
advanced materials and solutions.
The range of many characters.
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Main exports markets: Europe

The owner
and founder
Adrian Halupczok

HALUPCZOK company is the Polish producer of luxury custom - made
kitchen and interior furniture. For 15 years the Halupczok brand has
been synonymous with elegance, style and constant innovation in the
world of indoor design. The company is well recognized on the Polish
as well as foreign markets due to unique design and high quality of its
products. The owner and founder - Adrian Halupczok, for whom the
carpentry is both the passion and the profession, constantly points
the business directions followed by the company successfully. From
the first day of building the business, he had a vision of how it should
function and what type of product he wanted to offer.
“Kitchens are sophisticated as the human life stories are. The projects
are complicated, multistage and not apparent at the initial stage of
their creation. They are evolving to be a reflection of their owners’
dreams and feelings at the end”.

HALUPCZOK brand is continuously broadening its outreach currently there are 11 showrooms
located in the major cities around
Poland which serve the customers around the world. The headquarter and plants are located in
Krzyzowa Dolina, in the southwest of country.
Research, innovation and advanced production technology
are a constant and crucial features
that strengthen HALUPCZOK’s
leadership position in the field of
pioneering solutions.
Company provides the comprehensive service and advice at the
highest level, starting from the
kitchen design through the selection of materials, production
process, transport and ending
with the installation. The team
of qualified and experienced
professionals
that
consists
designers, sales specialists, technologists, assemblers, works for
daily company’s success.
HALUPCZOK brand’s kitchen
collections have been repeatedly
appreciated by the furniture industry experts as well as awarded
with prestigious prizes for their
visionary design, high quality,
functional and innovative solutions.
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IMPRESS DECOR Polska Sp. z o.o.
Address: Handlowa 1, 19-300 Ełk
POLAND
Telephone: +48 87 6209800
Fax: +48 87 6209801
E-mail: polska@impress.biz
Web: www.impress.biz
Tax No.: 8481549990
REGON: 811223100
KRS number: 0000056436
Contact person: Rafał Lemieszko
Export offer: Decorative paper,
Finish foil
Processed materials: Paper, inks,
laquers
Main exports markets: Worldwide
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IT’S OUR MISSION TO IMPRESS YOU
Behind the name impress lies a global group of companies, which
develop and manufacture trend-orientated wood-based panel decorative surfaces for the furniture and flooring industry, as well as modern interior design. We create the future-orientated decors for the design of tomorrow directly in-house. They are based on trends, which
are identified across the globe by our wonderful network of internal
scouts. As a market leader, impress strives to exceed our customers
expectations by providing exceptional trend forecasting for today
and into the future.
We believe it is vital to be a strong partner for our customers across
the world! Based on the needs, cultures and markets, we carry out
professional trend scouting, develop relevant decors and products,
and work to continuously improve our portfolio and the quality of the
service we provide.
Today’s impress group combines over 85 years of incomparable expertise in the decorative print and finish foil sectors, for we were created by two pioneers: MASA Berlin (1928) – the inventor of decor rotogravure – and Letron Aschaffenburg (1963).
DECORATIVE PAPER
Rooms are brought to life by the colours, materials and fabrics that dress
them. Warm wooden tones, striking natural stone elements, fantasy decors, graphic designs and solid colours lend them their personal character. Our high-quality decorative paper – featuring protected designs
that we have developed and manufactured using the proven rotogravure printing technique – become the wood based products that form
the “faces” of furniture, flooring and other elements within the room.
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FINISH FOIL
Our impress finish foil is a preimpregnated paper (PRIP) with
a surface quality that defines the
finished product. With design
in mind, we are continuously
working intensively to develop
both the appearance and feel of
the surface while improving the
functional properties to create a
perfect product for further processing.

Mebin Andrzej Binkowski
Address: Stobiecko Szlacheckie 135
97-561 Ładzice, POLAND
Telephone: +48 517 800 012
+48 44 682 1195
Fax: +48 44 682 08 32
E-mail: mebin@mebin.pl
export@mebin.pl
Web: www.mebin.pl
Tax No.: 7721021786
REGON: 590318564
Contact person: Izabela Krężlak
Export offer: Assembled furniture
for dining rooms, living rooms, bedrooms, home office.
Processed materials: Solid wood,
natural veneer, MDF board, chipboard, glass, LED lighting
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Main exports markets: Germany,
Slovakia, Hungary, Austria, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Israel, Russia,
Ukraine, Belarus, Czech Republic,
Georgia, Canada

Mebin is a well-known producer of modern and stylish furniture,
dedicated for living rooms, dining rooms, bedrooms and offices.
Established in 1994, the company continues its family furniture
traditions being successful in the country as well as in foreign markets, including Russia, Germany, Hungary, Slovakia and Canada.
Looking for the best solutions, Mebin follows the latest trends in
furniture design by creating practical and ergonomic collections
inspired by contemporary design. The furniture is manufactured

in a modern production plant
that is equipped with CNC machines, where strictly protected
technological conditions are
being followed. Additionaly, the
highest quality of products is
supported by reliable suppliers
of the best materials and high
technologies. The producer
takes also care of the environment - the furniture is varnished
with environmentally friendly
and user-friendly water-based
lacquers.
Unique design lines are characterized by sophisticated aesthetics. There are also used
innovative solutions such as:
push-to-open system of opening doors and drawers, LED
lighting with motion sensors,
self-closing or mattresses jacks.
A wide range of the company’s
products consists of stylish and
modern furniture collections
that are made of solid wood
and elements finished with natural veneer. Elegant and unique
- each of the collections, from
the design process to its implementation is characterized
by the highest diligence in the
process of realization, attention
to the details as well as the final
shape.
Innovation, original solutions,
and unique design are the key
features of Mebin brand what
has been confirmed by plenty
of awards granted to the company, eg.: Meble Plus Product of
the Year, Furniture Diamond or
Gold Medal at the Poznań International Furniture Fair. Mebin is
also a multiple laureate of the
Ranking of Cabinet Furniture
Manufacturers, taking an honorable place in the top ten of
producers.
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MEBLE WÓJCIK Sp. z o. o.
Address: Mazurska 45,
82-300 Elblag, POLAND
Telephone: +48 55 235 94 00 /01
E-mail: biuro@meblewojcik.pl
Web: www.meblewojcik.pl
Tax No.: 578 292 11 64
Share capital: PLN 1,575,000
REGON: 280087998
KRS number: 0000250772
Contact person: Piotr Wójcik - CEO,
Jochen Horn - Sales Director

Meble Wójcik is family owned company founded in 1986. It employs
over 1400 people in 3 modern plants located in Elbląg. Thanks to
consequent investments in technology, logistics and people Meble
Wójcik is one of the biggest manufacturer of flat packed furniture in
Poland and distributes its products to over 20 countries all over the
world.
Our core values are: high manufacturing quality, efficient logistics (including high storage warehouse) and internal product development.
These competences allow us to provide our Customers with a wide
range of products in competitive prices as well as a high standard of
service.

Export offer: Flat-packed furniture
for living room, dining room,
bedroom, teen room, home office
and kitchen.
Processed materials: chipboard &
melamine chipboard
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Main exports markets:
Germany, Austria, UK, Switzerland,
Czech Republic, Slovakia, Ukraine,
Bulgaria

Lyon

Havana

Toledo

Linate
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Cortina

Meble Wójcik collections are the
result of cooperation with renowned designers and leading
suppliers of chipboard and furniture accessories. We are present
to the biggest trade fair events in
the world which allow us to keep
up with the latest trends and market novelties and adapt them to
our own product development
process.

Brolo

MEBLEX Sp. z o.o.
Address: Ul. Zachodnia 6-10
62-800 Kalisz, POLAND
Telephone: +48 785 661 399
E-mail: p.pawlaczyk@meblex.com.pl
Web: www.meblex.com.pl
Tax No.: 9471132214
REGON: 471346742
KRS number: 0000144964
Contact person:
Paulina Pawlaczyk
Export offer: Upholstered furnitures:
sofas, corners, armchairs
Processed materials: Wood, plywood, laminate board, different
kinds of fabrics
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Main exports markets:
France, Switzerland, Italy, Spain,
Great Britain, Croatia, Germany

Meblex was established in 1974 as a private company. In 2003 Meblex
transformed a legal form of the company – now it is a partnership
Meblex Co Ltd.
For over 20 years we have been producing upholstered furniture.
While creating each model, we focus on its functionality and modern design. Our experience, skilled staff and high quality of furniture
brought recognition among our Customers around the world.
Meblex’s competences cover every important stage of the production
process - from design to a product awaiting transport in our warehouse and organized logistics.

This way, we are able to control
the quality of products and provide delivery on time of each
order.
In our manufacture we use highest standard components and
raw materials. We contact with
the best fabric suppliers to chose
fabrics which meet contemporary
trends.

In the last few years, Meblex has cooperated with clients of many
European countries. Our products have also reached other countries
around the world - including the United States and Israel.
We are proud to present a part of our product offer. Our ability to create our own projects and prototyping allow us to quickly respond to
Customer expectations.
We are ready to work on concepts and prototypes that will help in
development of Your company!
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Meblosiek Sp. z o.o.

Address: Kolonia Osiek 29a,
98-405 Galewice, POLAND
Telephone: +48 786 232 250,
786 232 251, 786 232 253
E-mail: zamowienia@meblosiek.pl
Web: www.meblosiek.pl
Tax No.: 6190009532
REGON: 250011790
KRS number: 0000248166
Share Capital: 7,780,000 PLN
Contact person: Ryszard Skibiński CEO; Ewa Marchwiak - Sales Director
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Export offer: Self-assembly furniture: upholstered beds, wardrobes,
bedroom furniture, dining room
furniture, children and teenagers
bedrooms, offices
Processed materials: Laminated
chipboard, solid wood, MDF board,
glass, fabrics, LED lighting
Main exports markets: Czech
Republic, Slovakia, Belgium, France,
Great Britain, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Germany, African countries

Tradition, professionalism and high quality - our way to customers’
satisfaction
Meblosiek sp. z o.o. (Ltd) is a family business with a long experience
and widely developed traditions.
The company was established in 1989 and ever since is constantly
reaching out to customers to achieve the best possible effects,
adapted to rapidly changing expectations and trends. That results in
strong market position in cooperation with biggest European chain
stores. We are selling over 180 000 items of furniture to over 30 countries each year, including overseas containers shipping.
Thanks to our long experience and knowledge on the industry and
direct contact with customers we create a professional team work-

ing together on our goal, which
is customer satisfaction and high
quality.
There are over 200 highly qualified employees, packing and
shipping over 3000 boxes every
day, who never stop improving
their skills and knowledge in
work with developing range of
machines. We value traditional
approach to our production and
investment in our region, therefore we employ and integrate local community.
Our offer includes around 400
references and is constantly expanding to meet even the most
demanding clients. Our large
range of furniture includes i.a.
bedrooms for adults and children,
wardrobes, dining and living room
furniture. Our goods fulfill any
taste, from traditional to modern
and everything in-between.
Our furniture is FSC certified,
along with any other requirements in European Union and
worldwide up-to-date. We carry
out house tests of our furniture,
for special requirements of our
clients we also test our items in
an approved laboratory. We carefully look after the highest quality
of our goods on every step from
production lines to arrival at our
end-customers door.
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ML Dariusz Niszcz

Address: Liw, ul. Zawadzka 14,
07-100 Węgrów, POLAND
Telephone: +48 (25) 750 55 55
Fax: +48 (25) 750 55 59
E-mail: info@mlmeble.pl
Web: www.mlmeble.pl
Tax No.: 8241272164
REGON: 710431800
Contact person:
Agnieszka Denis
Export offer: Furniture for leaving
room, bedroom, youth rooms, foyer
and offices
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Processed materials: Melamine
chipboard, MDF board, wood,
ABS, glass
Main exports markets:
Europa
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NOTI

Address: Sowia 19,
62-080 Tarnowo Podgórne,
POLAND
Telephone: +48 61 89 66 480
E-mail: sale@noti.pl
Web: www.noti.pl
Tax No.: 7811881529
REGON: 302273135
KRS number: 0000440205
Contact person: Michał Gorczyca
michal.gorczyca@noti.pl
Processed materials: injection
foams, fabrics, natural leather,
natural wood, plywood, metal
elements, varnish, glue
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Main exports markets:
Europe

NOTI has been operating on
the market for over 13 years.
Furniture is manufactured
in Poland, in a factory based
in Tarnowo Podgórne near
Poznań.
The main product categories and lines of business
in which the company is
engaged include originally
designed sofas, armchairs,
pouffes, chairs and tables –
all made from high-quality
materials. They are perfectly
suited to residential, office
and public utility applications.
NOTI furniture is versatile and
functional, often with modular and systemic design, and
it creates a distinct stylistic
code which can be summarized as modern and elegant.
NOTI collections are created
by individuals, renowned and
talented Polish designers.
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Polish Furniture Group
Address: Piłsudskiego 18,
46-100 Namysłów, POLAND
Telephone: + 48 77 410 72 30
E-mail: contact@pgmeb.com
Web: www.pgmeb.com
Tax No.: 7521359316
REGON: 532231408
KRS number: 0000070700
Contact person: Jowita Starościak,
+48 512 014 234 /
j.starosciak@pgmeb.com
Export offer: office furniture – desks,
cabinets, drawers, pedestals,
conference tables, tables, reception
desks, hotel furniture, wall panels,
furniture for stores and shopping
malls
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Processed materials: verneer, HPL,
melamine, conglomerate, wood,
plywood, laquer, metal, glass,
sintered quartz
Main exports markets:
Western Europe

Polish Furniture Group is a brand developed through years of experience in the furniture branch. We offer comprehensive interior furnishing for the office, commercial and HoReCa sector – premium
quality furniture, wall panels, reception desks, accessories, as well as
professional material and technology consulting services.
What makes Group unique is our offer that encompasses modern
technological solutions dedicated e.g. for the interior furnishing
branch, using virtual and augmented reality – including 3D modelling
and visualisations, mobile applications, and virtual tours. Furniture
and technological projects of Polish Furniture Group are executed
both in Poland and throughout Europe.
Our guarantees:
• diverse comprehensive offer of interior furnishing and excellent
manufacturing capacities – using the possibilities of our own facility

as well as of collaborating facilities and companies,
• transport and assembly of furniture – in Poland and abroad,
• supervision of dedicated and
experienced project managers, as
well as advice and guidance every
step of the way,
• development of professional 3D interior visualisations,
virtual tours of the inside and
outside of the facilities, and applications, using VR/AR technologies.
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RADOMSKO MEBLUJE
trusted furniture brands
Address: Tysiąclecia 5,
97-500 Radomsko, POLAND
Telephone: +48 44 685 44 84
Fax: +48 44 685 45 13
E-mail: meble@radomskomebluje.pl
Web: www.radomskomebluje.pl
Export offer: living room furniture,
dining room furniture, bedroom
furniture, kitchen furniture, bathroom furniture, office furniture,
custom furniture. Apart from private
houses, we also supply furniture for
commercial spaces - in particular
offices, hotels and restaurants
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RADOMSKO FURNISHES is a project that joins together the furniture manufacturers from the
Radomsko region, one of the major furniture centres in Poland. 600 companies, combined with
the varied product ranges and styles, definitely distinguish Radomsko’s offer from among other
offers.
We offer assistance and consultancy and guarantee high quality and professionalism, from the
design stage to the execution.
We sell via:
- our own furniture stores located in Radomsko and all over Poland
- independent furniture stores
- large-format or chain interior furnishing stores
- interior furnishing companies.
Our furniture is made for customers from every part of the world.
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REJS Sp.z o. o.
Address: REJS Spółka z o.o.
ul. Mławska 61, 87-500 Rypin
POLAND
Telephone: +48 54 280 5651
(ext. 3329)
Fax: +48 54 280 6192
E-mail: sklep24@rejs.eu
Web: www.rejs.eu
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Rejs is one of the leading European producers of furniture fittings,
an expert in wire production, steel and aluminium accessories for
modern kitchens and wardrobes. Over 25 years of experience, stable organization (over 500 employees) and essential ”know-how”,
guarantees continuous development and constant improvement of
products and services.
Our goal is perfection – in both quality as well as professional customer service. That is why we care so much about our distribution
network, which quarantees competitive prices, short delivery times
and a kind yet professional support from our consultants.
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RUST
Address: 46-375 Pludry Rolna
13 Sreet, POLAND
Telephone: +48 34 353 74 85
Fax: +48 34 353 75 45
E-mail: export@rust.pl
Web: www.ernestrust.com
Tax No.: 575 100 26 40
REGON: 150056990
Contact person: Patryk Rust
Export offer: custom made
kitchen interiors, contractor
furniture, commercial interiors
Processed materials: veneer,
lacquer, acrylic, laminate, glass,
concrete, wood, corian, ston
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Main exports markets:
North America, Europe, Middle East
Number of employees: 200

RUST, established in 1968, has been a manufacturer of kitchen
furniture always known for its design, quality and innovativeness.
After almost 50 years of production, the company has now the experience on international market and is developing to be a leading
exporter of Polish high and furniture.
Founded by Ernest Rust in 1968 and now run by next generation
of the same family, company RUST consistently offers exceptional quality, at the same time introducing to the Polish and international market the newest and most technologically advanced
product.

RUST, gathering the best designers and having extensive technical know how, is also a
flexible contractor for kitchen, as well as industrial furniture, carrying the project from
the design, trough prototype creating, to
production phase.
In 2016, RUST was the first ever and only
Polish brand at the EuroCucina exhibition during Salone del Mobile in Milan, the
biggest trade show in the world, proving its
position and setting out new directions for
development.
What ernestrust has to offer are interiors
tailored to meet buyer’s needs, always focusing on the quality.
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SPÓŁKA MEBLOWA „KAM” Sp. j.
Address: 82-316 Milejewo,
ul. Szkolna 5, POLAND
Telephone: + 48 (55) 239 6191
Fax: + 48 (55) 239 6180
E-mail: rza@meblekam.pl
Web: www.meblekam.pl
Tax No.: 5780000460
REGON: 170033329
KRS number: KRS 0000019863
Contact person:
Robert Zarzębski - owner
Export offer: Assembled and
flat-packed kitchen furniture
Processed materials: Laminated,
lacquered and acrylic boards
Main exports markets: EU countries
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The furniture company KAM has existed on the market since 1991.
The company employs over 170 workers. The company operates
entirely on the polish capital.
The 27 - year experience based on the innovative technology and
the new designing trends allowed to create offers of modern kitchen
furniture systems. High quality, easthetic finish, rich decor offer and
respect for the client cause the company develops constantly and introduces regularly to the market new solutions.

The KAM company furniture is
popular among partners operating in over 20 countries on three
continents.
KAM furniture is offered both as
the assembled systems and as
the kitchen solutions dedicated
to the client’s individual orders.
The highest quality fittings are
used in the furniture. The furniture company KAM was awarded repeatedly with the Golden
Medals of the International Fair in
Poznan.
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STOLWIT MEBLE Sp. z o.o. Sp.k.
Address: Polesie 25,
98-400 Wieruszów, POLAND
Telephone: +48 (62) 78 31 517,
+48 695215025
Fax: +48(62) 78 41 100
E-mail: info@stolwitmeble.pl
Web: www.newelegance.pl
Tax No.: 9970152264
REGON: 101708991
KRS number: 0000491531
Contact person: Sylwia Hojka
Export offer: Bedroom furniture,
upholstered bed, sofas.
Processed materials: laminate
board, plywood, wood, different
kinds of fabrics, eco leather, real
leather
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Main exports markets: Germany,
Czech Republic, Russia, Netherlands,
Switzerland, Norway

“STOLWIT MEBLE” is a family company established in 1979. At the
beginning started with few employees and currently consisting of
two factories, employing more than 300 workers.
As a leading furniture manufacturer STOLWIT MEBLE has maintained its position in home as well as foreign market by ensuring a
continued focus on product quality that customers have come to
know and appreciate. By continuously creating an innovative product
that is current with existing trends STOLWIT MEBLE has become a first
choice for even the most sophisticated tastes of our customers.
STOLWIT MEBLE offers a wide range of products including bedroom
furniture, upholstered beds and sofas. Products are available in an
array of styles to accommodate any lifestyle from minimalist
proposals, intended to modern interiors to complete sets full of grace
composing with interiors in the “glamour” style.
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Szynaka-Meble Sp. z o. o.
Address: ul. Dworcowa 20,
14-260 Lubawa, POLAND
Telephone: +48 89 645 21 28
Fax: +48 89 645 53 62
E-mail: info@szynaka.pl
Web: www.szynaka.pl
Tax No.: 7441586760
REGON: 511339065
KRS number: 0000160927
Contact person:
Sławomir Łukaszewski
slawomir.lukaszewski@szynaka.pl
+48 697 034 285 (WhatsApp)
Export offer: residential and kitchen
furniture
Processed materials: solid wood,
veneered wood, furniture board
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Main exports markets: Germany,
France, Great Britain, USA, Russia,
Turkey, Japan or South Korea

Mosaic

Furniture known on every continent
Szynaka Meble clearly marks its presence on each continent, continuously developing its network of business partners in new countries.
The company conducts its commercial activities in more than 50
countries around the world.
A company that brings together generations
The members of the Szynaka family have entrepreneurship and
leadership competence in their blood. At present, the company is
managed by the third generation, while the fourth one is growing
up, getting prepared to preserve the business heritage. The family
structure of the company organisation is a tribute to tradition while
promoting modern solutions.

Avignon

Made with passion
In the Szynaka family, the
passion to create furniture is
handed down from generation
to generation. The mission of the
company, unchanged for many
years, is to encourage the creation of a beautiful world around
oneself. Because of the intense
involvement and consistent aspirations of the company for
inspiring the populations all over
the world, the furniture branded
with its logo offers a Fusion of
remarkable design, the highest
quality and uniqueness.
Furniture that inspires
The rich product offer of the
company makes it possible to
comprehensively furnish the
entire flat. A variety of available
furniture opens up unlimited
arrangement possibilities. Elegant designs and remarkable
solutions provide an inspiration
to create unique interior compositions.

Riva
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Elegance and the highest quality
The PrestigeLine collection was
created with the most demanding clients in mind. Exclusive furniture made of natural, carefully
selected wood, can satisfy even
the most sophisticated taste. A
remarkable design and innovative solutions make the furniture
offered in this line stand out not
only by their great appearance
but also its functionality and
durability.
Environmental care
As a part of its activity, the Szynaka Furniture Group undertakes
a series of initiatives aiming at
achieving harmony and balance
with the surroundings, while caring for the natural environment.
By buying furniture labelled with
the brand’s logo, a client can directly contribute to preserving
the natural environment in its
original condition.

Montenegro

Madison

Szynaka-Meble Sp. z o. o.
Address: ul. Fabryczna 16
64-200 Wolsztyn, POLAND
Telephone: +48 68 347 56 26
E-mail: export@wfm-kuchnie.pl
Web: www.wfm-kuchnie.pl
Tax No.: 744-15-86-760
REGON: 511339065
KRS number: 0000160927
Export offer: Kitchen furniture made
to measure
Processed materials: Melamine
faced chipboard, MDF, varnished,
veneer, acryl
Main exports markets: Great Britain,
Sweden
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PROFESSIONALISM
Have your kitchen taken care of by professionals. Our professionalism
is founded on tradition, experience, and know-how. We understand it
as responsibility and support provided by a stable brand. We keep all
our promises, giving you safety, convenience, and peace of mind. Professionalism means solid quality backed by a 5-year guarantee, with a
view to enable you to enjoy your kitchen in a long-term perspective.

FUNCTIONALITY
Kitchen is a place where life goes
on. That is why the functionality of
your kitchen is our social responsibility. Functionality is based
on ergonomics, it is a guarantee
of order, and it is tantamount to
the pleasure of use. A functional
kitchen saves time that you can
now spend with your family. The
functionality of your kitchen is
what we can guarantee thanks to
our innovativeness and the best
materials.
EMPATHY
Empathy is the starting point for
the creation of your kitchen. We
will try to get in your shoes and
see the world from that perspective. Empathy is also emotion
– what people feel is of importance to us. We reach the needs
that remain unexpressed by the
users, and solve their problems.
The process of kitchen creation
pursued hand-in-hand with the
customer guarantees personalisation of the kitchen and promotes individualism.
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TETRIS Elżbieta Frankiewicz
Address: Wyszków Śląski 34A
48-303 Nysa, POLAND
Telephone: +48 77 434 41 46
+48 77 887 40 01
Fax: +48 77 434 41 46
E-mail: poczta@tetris-meble.com
biuro@tetris-meble.com
Web: www.tetris-meble.com
Tax No.: 7531973621
REGON: 531613378
Contact person: Gerard Kostera
biuro@tetris-meble.com
Export offer: Upholstered furniture
like armchairs, chairs, sofas, corners,
beds, headboards, pillows. Tables for
dining room and gardens.
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Processed materials: Leather, fabric,
natural and solid wood, wood-based
panel, foam, varnish, glue, metal
parts, flame resist foam and fabric
Main exports markets: Germany,
Holland, UK, Belgium, France

Potsdam

Baltimore

„Tetris” is fast growing furniture enterprise, for us quality, punctuality and straightness are core of cooperating. From years we connect
modern design with proofed construction methods, providing uncompromising comfort, luxury and functionality. The enterprise has
been established in 2005 by Elzbieta Frankiewicz, located in Wyszkow
Slaski. Longterm agreement and huge interesting from client’s side
motivate us to create new patterns and taking harder challenges. We
produce furniture on demand according to our client’s projects, we
have many project created by ourself as well. We supply offices, hotels,

Lory

Lory Naroznik

Pascal

Edyta

exhibitions and showrooms mostly in Germany, Great Britain, Holland,
Belgium and France. Our biggest adventage is elasticity, which is giving us possibility to full adjustment to each client. We approach to
each client invidually, searching best solutions his problems and dispell all objections about production. We help at solving construction
problems, optimized shape and comfort. It is possibility to carrying
on projects together, creating unique patterns and starting long term
cooperation.
Due to constantly increasing quantity of purchasing orders, we made
decision to expand our logistic structure and change localization of
main factory. Increasing production ability will give us even better
satisfy our clients needs and create new deals with people for who
quality, punctuality and straightness are fundament.

High quality fabrics, proofed suppliers, advanced crew in creating
furniture and more than 10 years
experience provide “Tetris” stable
position in Europe market.
In the end we would like to encourage you to acquaint with our
wide offer and start working with
people for who making furniture
is passion.
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Dresden

Diabolo
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